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From the Hair Care Rehab Team:
This FREE mini-guide is intended to be a quick introduction to
basic healthy hair care. If you like what you see— and you’d
like to know more after you’ve read this guide, check out our
book, Hair Care Rehab: The Ultimate Hair Repair &
Reconditioning Manual. You’ll be glad you did! Find the
answers to your biggest hair care concerns and discover hair
care strategies and solutions that can really make a difference
in your hair.
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Introduction

Is My Hair Really Damaged?
If you ask most people, they can tell you
what damaged hair is! It’s no secret, folks.

Is Your Hair Overworked?
Is your stressed out hair stressing

I

We all know it when we see it! Damaged
hair is simply overworked, lifeless, dull,
breakage-prone hair.

you out?

f so, you’ve come to the right place.

When hair is healthy, its outer layer (the

Hair care can be tough—and if you’re

cuticle) lies flat and tight. When hair is

reading this mini-guide, we’re pretty

damaged, the protective layers are lifted up

sure you know just what we mean! Between

and away from the hair shaft—or they are

the day-to-day hair damage and stress

missing entirely. When the layers aren’t flat

caused by the environment, coloring, heat

and tight, the hair becomes weak, dull and

styling, brushing, perming, and relaxing—

frizzy. If your hair is breaking, uneven,

and the thousands upon thousands of

splitting, dry, frazzled and otherwise a

products out there that are all tasked with

mess—your hair is likely damaged.

―fixing‖ the damage—it can be hard to know
just what to do! Luckily, you won’t need

Other signs your hair might be in trouble:

expensive hair treatments or to shell out

1. Not gaining length over time. Hair

hundreds of dollars at some swanky hair

should be growing about ¼ to ½ inch

salon hair to have hair that you can be

per month.

proud of. Once you learn the proper
techniques

and

tips

for

shampooing,

2. Not

full from roots to ends. Hair

looks stringy.

conditioning and styling your hair, your

3. Color is not consistent from roots to

strands will vastly improve in their look and

ends. Hair lightens towards the ends.

condition. We’re giving you this guide for

4. Naturally wavy or curly hair that no

FREE because we want to help you get

longer waves or curls in certain

started in the right direction.

areas.
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Starting Off Right
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Y

ou know your hair is in trouble,
so how do you get started? It
may sound counterintuitive, but
the best way to start off a healthy hair
care routine is with a great cut. This will
give you the best chance to maximize
your hair care and will provide you with
a clean slate. You can trim your hair on
an as needed basis from there on out.
Healthy Body, Healthy Hair
Have you ever seen someone with a
terrible diet—but the most amazing hair
and glowing skin? Our guess is likely
not. A diet of Cheetos, macaroni and
Sprite is hardly ever the key to better
health. If your health is not up to snuff,
your hair will pay the ultimate price.
Here’s why: Hair, skin and nails are
viewed by the body as ―extras‖ because
although we may disagree— hair is not
exactly required for survival in this day
and age. If given the choice, your body
would much rather fuel your heart,
lungs and brain than your 100,000+
strands of hair. Nutrition goes to the
most important parts, and the leftovers
go to our hair and skin. This is why you
cannot eat or take vitamins JUST to
boost your hair growth or appearance—
it has to be a total body thing.
Healthy bodies produce healthy hair, so
be sure that you are eating a rainbow
palette of fruits, vegetables and lean

meats. If you aren’t into exercising,
START! Exercising will get your blood
flowing and will encourage circulation to
your scalp. If your diet lacks certain
vitamins and minerals, try taking a
basic one-a-day vitamin to supplement
your food. While your body prefers
receiving its nutrition from actual food
sources, a one-a-day vitamin will help.
Keep in mind that these changes have to
be kept up over the long term. Eating
better for a week will not improve your
hair. Most dietary changes take at least
3 months of consistent use to reap the
benefits—so hang in there! Always
check with your doctor before making
any changes to your diet, and certainly
before
adding
in
any
vitamin
supplements.
Five Quick Tips for Better Nutrition
Eating a ―rainbow palette‖ of
fruits and vegetables will help
you cover most of your dietary
needs. Protein is also really
special,
since well—hair is
protein. Proteins can be found
naturally in meat, fish, poultry,
eggs, milk products, tofu, many
vegetables, beans, rice and seeds.
Eating a balanced diet is
critical—avoid crash or fad
dieting
whenever
possible.
Consider taking a multivitamin to
supplement
vitamins
and

1.

2.
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3.
4.
5.

minerals that cannot be obtained
from food.
Reduce caffeine and processed
sugar intake.
Stop smoking, and be sure that
you are receiving treatment for
any underlying medical issues
you have.
Increase your water intake.
Keeping your body hydrated will
do wonders for your hair and
skin.
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Your Hair Routine
Basics

10
color-treated, or naturally dry, you’ll find

S

electing the right products for your
hair can be like shooting at a moving
target! There are literally tons and

tons of formulas to choose from. And this
isn’t helped by the fact that much of the
information floating around about products
is simply marketing hype. Does price
matter? It depends. Since most products all
contain the same five or six introductory
ingredients, many of them will behave
similarly across brands. But this isn’t an
exact science since the proportion of each
ingredient has to also be taken into
consideration. For example, a shampoo with
30% water will feel differently on the hair
than one with 90% water—even if water is
the first ingredient in each product. Only
trial and error will help you determine
which products live up to the hype. We’ll
give you some quick tips for choosing your
basic shampoo and conditioner products.

that these formulas are great for keeping
your hair in good condition.
If your hair is coarse, dry or curly:
Coarse, curly or dry hair needs super gentle
shampoo formulas to thrive. (Coarse hair is
simply hair that has thick strands—larger
than a thread). This type of hair often feels
chronically dry because oil produced at the
scalp isn’t distributed through the hair very
well. Avoid using clarifying shampoos too
often on this hair type. Ideally, your
shampoo

formula

will

deposit

light

oils/conditioners on the strands to support
the detangling process. Coarse, curly or dry
hair can be shampooed every 2-7 days (or
even

daily)

depending

on

your

own

preferences in specific hair type. Curly girls
can go a bit longer between cleansings,
while those with finer, oilier or straighter
hair may need to shampoo more frequently
to prevent ―the greasies.‖

Shampooing Basics
The shampoo phase is really important for
getting your hair on track. Shampoo’s job is
to clean our hair, and they are great at it!
Unfortunately, so many shampoos are chock
full of stripping detergents like sulfates, and
these ingredients can really be hard on
certain types of hair. Look for gentle
cleansing formulas that do not strip your
hair or remove precious moisture from the
strands, but still get the cleansing job done
efficiently.

Sulfate-free

formulas

are

recommended for best results. If your hair is

If your hair is fine or oily hair:
As we mentioned earlier, fine or oily hair
may need to be shampooed more frequently
than other hair types to keep it from looking
lank and greasy—but the same gentle
shampoo advice applies. Look for formulas
that are a clear or transparent color. They
won’t contain all of the softeners and heavy
oils that are found in some moisturizing
shampoos. They’ll rinse cleanly, which is
what you definitely want if your hair is
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easily weighed down by products! The feel

Conditioning Basics

you are looking for is clean, not stripped.

Following your shampoo with conditioner is

There is a difference!

the best way to counteract the flyaways and

For a quick touchup cleansing between

tangles that shampooing alone can leave.

wash days, try a dry shampoo to soak up

Conditioners smooth the hair cuticle and

excess oil. A dry shampoo is a water-less

give the hair a healthier appearance, so

cleansing shampoo that is great for days

they are great for rebuilding the hair after

when you’re not able to do the whole

ravaging it with heat appliances, combs,

shampoo thing. You can even make your

brushes

own dry shampoo using baby powder or

products should be focused on the last 2 to 3

cornstarch (for lighter colored hair) or cocoa

inches of hair for best results. Deep

powder (for darker shades).

conditioning with heat at least once a week

and

chemicals.

Conditioner

will help even the most stressed out hair
How to Use Shampoo:
Before

applying

shampoo,

fare better overall.
thoroughly

saturate your hair with warm water to
remove natural oil buildup and residue from
products. Distribute the shampoo between
your palms before applying the hair. If your
hair is very long, very thick, or very curly—
loosely braid the hair into sections to keep it
organized during your cleansing. Allow the
shampoo to sit briefly (for a minute or so) on
the hair so that it can quickly cling to and
lift away stubborn product residues. Use the
pads of your fingers, not your fingernails, to
gently massage the scalp skin.

Here you

want to avoid rubbing the hair or shoveling

If your hair is coarse, dry or curly:

it all to the top of your head in one big,

Hair that is naturally dry, damaged, coarse

soapy ball. Our hair is super fragile when

or

it’s wet and this type of handling will

conditioner that deposits heavier emollients

quickly damage it and lead to split ends,

and smoothers onto the hair to enhance

tangles and breakage. Rinse the shampoo

manageability. Damaged hair (i.e. permed,

from your hair thoroughly.

relaxed,

curly

will

reconditioned)

benefit

from

color-treated,
especially

a

richer

thermal
benefits

from

conditioning. To replace and mimic the
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natural oils you’re lacking at the ends, reach

up the conditioner more effectively. Allow

for a rich, creamy moisturizing conditioner.

your conditioner to sit anywhere between

This oil helps keep the hair fiber nourished

five and fifteen minutes. If your hair is fine

and smooth while keeping moisture stored

or oily, you won’t need much conditioning

securely within the fiber. These conditioners

and you’ll probably find your best results

will contain light oils that’ll put a nice

closer to the five to ten minute side; if your

weight on the hair and will improve its look

hair is medium to coarse, you’ll need a bit

and condition.

longer and will probably find best results
closer to the ten to fifteen minute end of the

If your hair is fine or oily:

spectrum. Heat use is optional, but most

If your hair is fine or oily, the last thing you

find that it enhances the feel of their

want is more oil! But this doesn’t mean

conditioners on the hair. After conditioning

conditioner is out of the question. If your

your hair, rinse thoroughly in cool water to

hair is naturally oily or fine, a lightweight

seal the hair and create shine.

conditioning formula will give you the
conditioning
making

power

your

hair

you

need

greasy.

without
Today’s

conditioners for fine/oily hair are better
formulated than ever! They are light, but
still quite moisturizing—so you don’t have
to choose between getting your conditioning
and feeling like an oil slick afterward! Avoid
shampoos

that

are

creamy—look

for

products that are lotion-like or provide
volumizing benefits instead. These formulas
will plump up your strands and give them a
much needed boost of body! If your hair is
baby fine or detangles very easily after
shampooing, you can skip the traditional
conditioning step or simply use a light leave
in conditioner to protect your strands.
How to Use Conditioner:
After

rinsing

your

shampoo,

carefully

squeeze out excess water. Squeezing out the
water will give your hair a chance to take

Drying Basics
Carefully towel the hair dry using a
microfiber towel instead of a basic terry
cloth towel. Terry cloth towels are soft and
fluffy, but they’ll ruffle up the hair’s cuticle
and lead to frizz. Detangle the hair with
your fingers first, followed by a large
toothed comb, for best results.
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Hot Heat Styling Tips!

curly strands) can handle heat styling

If you’re addicted to heat styling, you are

better than others long term. Just because

not

market

your sister can fire up her irons daily with

research poll found that women (18-24 years

very little damage, doesn't mean that you're

old) are some serious heat abusers! Nearly

cleared,

88 percent regularly use blow dryers, 71%

processing the hair will also reduce your

use flat irons, and 64% use curling irons to

hair's heat tolerance.

alone!

One

Cosmopolitan

too.

Remember,

chemically

style their hair. With numbers like that, it's
still no wonder that heat damage is so

3.)

rampant!

Make it Measurable.

Work with appliances, especially flat irons,
Most of us know that the healthiest way to

that have dedicated temperature dials with

dry our hair is naturally in the air— and

actual, measurable readings—not just High

the safest way to style it is heat-free. But

and Low, or On and Off! This way, you'll

since going heat-free is not always possible

know immediately how much heat you're

(or fun), we’ll talk about ten ways that you

working with. Healthy hair burns at just

can

heat

over 450F. (Notice, the emphasis on healthy

appliances when you do decide to use them

hair!) This means that if your hair is

for an occasional blow dry, pressing or heat

compromised in any way, you can rest

straightening.

assured that your heat tolerance is much

reduce

damage

from

your

lower than this. If your hair is fine or

1.)

Start off Smart.

fragile, use temps no higher than the upper

Don't shoot yourself in the foot before you

200s F or low 300s F. If your hair is a

even begin! Only use heat appliances on

medium texture and fairly healthy, 300F to

hair that is already in good condition.

375F should work. If your hair is coarse

Damaged hair will always falter with

(thick strands), you can venture above 350F

regular heat exposure, and in most cases,

to the low 400s F fairly easily—but with all

give you less than stellar results anyway.

hair types, start low and work upward until

Start

you find a comfortable temperature zone.

with

hair

that

has

been

deep

conditioned within the last day or so for best
results.

4.)
2.)

Know Your Status.

Knowing

your

own

heat

tolerance

Be Cold.

Heat damage is no fun. To prevent burnout,
is

important. Some hair types (usually coarser,
thicker, relatively straight, wavy or loosely

become one with your blow dryer's cold shot
button!
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8.)
5.)

Suit Up!

Let Moisture Work for
You.

You wouldn't walk into a war zone without

Hair is most fragile when wet, but the

your

a

moisture in our hair works as a buffer

thermal/heat-protectant spray, cream or

against heat damage by slowing the rate

serum to the hair before heat styling.

and distribution of heating. Hair that is

Silicone-based products offer the best heat

adequately moisturized will heat more

protection.

evenly and safely than dry, brittle hair—

protective

gear!

Always

apply

which heats rapidly and easily deteriorates
the fiber. Blow dry your hair on the

6.)

Keep Your Distance.

warmest setting while the hair is dampest,

The more direct the heat contact, the more

and reduce the blow dryer’s heat and speed

potential for hair damage in the long run.

as your hair begins to dry. You want to do

Hold blow dryers about 6 to 10 inches away

the blowing when your hair’s moisture

from your head, and direct the air down the

content is the highest, and then adjust the

hair shaft—not at the head. Use a diffuser

heat downward as the moisture leaves your

attachment when possible for more even

hair. Warm, not hot air is key. It'll take

heat distribution. When straightening the

longer to dry, but you'll have dry hair that is

hair with an iron, slowly decrease your

also quite hydrated in the end.

ironing tension as you move along the hair
shaft. The hair nearest the very ends is the
most vulnerable to heat damage and has a
much a lower heat tolerance- so ease up.

9.)

Let Your Fingers Do the
Talking.

Dry your freshly detangled hair in sections
and use your fingers, or a wide toothed

7.)

Keep it Moving.

comb, to carefully stretch, separate, loosen

Allowing heat to concentrate or linger in

and remove any other tangles while your

sections will dry your hair faster and/or

hair is drying. If you use high-tension heat

straighten it better, but it's a quick way to

styling methods such as blowing out the

guarantee high, mid, and low-shaft split

hair with a round brush— do so in

ends. Keep your heat source moving! Do not

moderation, and only if your hair can

leave heat appliances on the hair for more

tolerate it. Otherwise, you'll find yourself

than a few seconds.

with serious high and mid-shaft split ends.
The curlier your hair, the more your fingers
should do!
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10.) Make a Clean Sweep.

your flat iron or curling iron plates are clean

Never use heat on hair that is dirty or laden

before running them through your hair.

with product buildup. Starting with clean,

Product crud can easily snag and abrade

conditioned hair will give you a fresher,

your hair.

longer lasting style! Also, make sure that

16
Protecting Your Hair
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U

Heat and color addicts—this means
nderstanding the key ways to

you! Sure, the highlights, lowlights,

protect your hair against damage

blowouts and presses look amazing,

should come first and foremost

but you hair may be headed toward

when you are building your new hair

irreparable

split

routine. Chemical use and heat styling are

eventually need to be cut away. If

serious game-changers that can set your

you must experiment with chemical

hair back a bit. Between everything that’s

processes, avoid double processing

hot now—drastic color changes, super high-

(perming

temp thermal straightening treatments, and

relaxing, thermal straightening +

everything else in between—Hair that was

whatever) or repeatedly processing

healthy and relatively split-end free one

your hair over a short period of time

minute can become lifeless, straw the next.

to keep your hair in good shape.

Here are some great ways to protect your

Stretch out your applications. If

hair against damage.

heat’s the issue, try to squeeze in

+

ends

coloring,

that’ll

coloring

+

more air drying whenever possible.

1. Love What You’ve Got.
The absolute easiest way to avoid
damage is to work with your natural
hair

texture,

color

and

type

3. More Patience,
Grasshopper.
Take

time

to

think

about

any

whenever possible. We spend lots of

treatment before taking the plunge.

money on our hair and trying to

Impulse moves will always land you

change it in ways that Mother

in trouble, and some may even take

Nature never intended—but this can

weeks, or months to correct. If you

work

best

aren’t sure about your skills, have a

interests. If you learn to love the hair

professional perform the service for

you were born with, you’ll save

best results.

against

our

hair’s

yourself a lot of heartache and hair

4. Do Everything to the
Letter.

damage.

2. Patience, Grasshopper.

If you do decide to take your

Remember that everything you do to

chemical treatments into your own

your

in

hands, always follow and carry out

moderation. If you try to test your

product instructions in full. Most

hair’s limits, you’ll probably end up

chemical processes, or processes that

with more trouble than its worth.

have the potential to change your

hair

should

be

done
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hair significantly, will ask that you

require

perform a strand test before moving

process upkeep. Make sure you know

forward. Do not skip this step, even

what you’re getting into! Very few

if you’ve been using a particular

hair processes will allow you to just

product or brand for a long time.

sit around afterward without a hair

develop

care in the world! Questions you

sensitivities

ingredients

to

of

post-

should think about: Will the hair

of

process require more conditioning

information about how your hair will

efforts on my part? If so, what kind?

respond when the heat is on. Will the

Should I add more reconstructive,

color be coppery? or Hi-C orange?

protein-based products or stick with

Should I leave the product in for the

moisturizing formulas to maintain

full 30 minutes or will 10 do the job?

my hair? How often should I cleanse

Sure, they can get in the way of

and condition my hair to keep the

progress—but they can also save you

treatment intact? Any other special

lots of heartache.

products needed after the treatment?

tests

give

knowing

levels

it.

Strand

without

certain

different

you

lots

5. Practice Makes Perfect.
Make sure that you have everything
you need before you get started—
especially if your treatment is timed.
Try practicing any time-sensitive
treatments with conditioner before
using the real deal. This will give you
an idea of how long it takes you to
apply products to your entire head
and as a bonus, it’ll give you a nice
conditioning treatment!

the

after-care

have done. From keratin treatments,
color

jobs,

to

of what it takes to improve your hair. We
could go on and on— and, in fact, we DO! Go
ahead, dig deeper and really jumpstart your
hair care rehab with our book, Hair Care
Rehab: The Ultimate Hair Repair &
Reconditioning

Manual.

In

―The

Manual‖ we reveal the leading causes of
damaged hair and show you simple things
process. We’ll even show you some helpful

instructions for any treatments you
to

So there we have it! A boiled down version

that you can do to begin the hair repair

6. It’s Not Over, Yet!
Understand

Want to Know More?

chemical

straighteners/relaxers—different
hair transformation processes will

tips

and

strategies

for

dealing

with

shedding, split ends, hair breakage, hard-togrow-long hair, frazzled hair—and just
about everything else! Here’s a sample of
what you can expect in Rehab!
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BOOK SAMPLE:

Hair Care Rehab: The Ultimate Hair
Repair & Reconditioning Manual

Click Here to Get it Now!
Available Today on
Amazon.com and Barnes&Noble.com
$9.99 (Kindle/Nook)
$19.95 (Paperback)

Excerpt from

Intro: It's Not You, It's Me

W

e’re all borderline obsessed with
our hair, and by most accounts, it
starts somewhere in junior high
school. Our hair becomes our latest fashion
experiment—and we do some pretty
incredible things to it in the name of beauty.
We continue the drama on into our adult
years and, well, between our hectic, highheat, multi–color-shifting styling routines
and our less-than-perfect dietary regimens
(anyone else have a love affair with the
microwave?), how does our hair or scalp
ever stand a chance?
We go to amazing lengths to control our
hair—and although it may seem to work for
a time, we usually end up with fried straw
when it’s all said and done. If every day is a
fight (and it’s one that you are definitely not
winning), it’s time to face the enemy head
on. Unfortunately, almost 99 percent of the
time, we are the enemy. We are abusers!
(The old cliché ―It's not you, it's me‖ really
comes into play when we are looking at hair
damage.)
But that’s no earth-shattering revelation, is
it? You knew your hair-frying and dyeing
escapades would eventually catch up with
you! Although your hair care ―drug of
choice‖ and level of addiction may not be the
same as the next person’s, the bottom line is
that you are the common denominator in
this hair destruction equation. The change
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has to start with you, and that’s true for any
relationship!
In this book, we’ll take you through three
phases of rehab: Intervention, Detox and
Hair Therapy.
In the Intervention phase, you’ll learn the
basics about your hair and its structure.
You’ll also learn about the four healthy-hair
killers and how to work around (or with)
these hair care drugs of choice.
In Detox, you will discover our Five-Step
strategy for hair repair and ways to fight
back against damage.
In Hair Therapy, the final phase, you will
find a wealth of simple traditional and
nontraditional therapies to help you
alleviate common problems such as
dandruff, psoriasis, hair breakage, and
porous hair. You’ll even find a host of
treatments that you can make at home to fit
your budget. What are you waiting for? Let’s
go!

***

Excerpt from
Chapter 3: Damage Defined

S

o, what if I were to tell you that no
matter who you are—curly girl, wavy
lady, or straight-haired chick—no
matter what your hair care practices, no
matter how you actually wear or style your
hair, your beautiful hair is irreparably
damaged? You would think I’m crazy—but
it’s true! (About your hair, that is!) Without
ever seeing your hair or knowing you or
your hair care habits, I can tell you with 100
percent certainty that your hair is damaged.
Long, short, color-treated, natural, or
otherwise—your hair is definitely damaged.
And mine is too.
Now, before we get into the juicy stuff, let’s
first get some important definitions out of
the way. What is healthy hair exactly?
What Is Healthy Hair?
Everyone knows what healthy hair looks
like. For some, it’s simply hair that has
great sheen, shine, or length. For others, it’s
thick, lush, sleek, or bouncy tresses. No
matter how you choose to define it, most
people will agree that healthy hair has a
certain look and quality to it. We know it
when we see it! However—despite its
outward appearance—our hair does not
truly have “health” in the usual sense of
that word.
This absence of true health is complicated
by the fact that in reality, under the
scrutinizing eye of the microscope, all hair is
damaged in some way. All hair. Damage
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goes much deeper than what we can readily
see. In fact, hair can exhibit none of the
traditional signs of damage and still be
quite damaged. How is this possible?
It’s
possible
because
EVERYTHING
damages fragile hair fibers: shirts, scarves,
combs, fingernails, air, water, heat,
products, becoming blonde or a redhead for
the eleventh time—everything. Anything
that touches the hair has the potential to
damage it, never mind the processes (such
as coloring and straightening) that are
specifically designed to alter its structure!
So, when we say our hair is “healthy,” we
are really just saying that our hair is wellmaintained in some aesthetically acceptable
state that looks good to the eye and can still
accumulate length, despite its imperfect
(and technically dead!) condition.
In reality, healthy hair is simply damaged
hair that is well-maintained. Now, in the
real world, we don’t call everyone’s hair
damaged—for obvious reasons. It is just
completely unhelpful to categorize and
assess hair damage on a microscale. Case in
point: Chemically straightened and colortreated hair is damaged automatically from
the start because of the harsh processes
that the hair must go through to achieve the
final desired result. But someone with lush,
shiny, thick highlighted or chemically
straightened hair, or someone with big,
voluminous, springy color-treated curls or
coils, for example, would not, by most
people’s standards, have damaged hair. We
typically reserve the word damaged for hair

that is visibly in trouble. This is
everyone can see is damaged. It
out, shedding erratically, and/or
uncontrollably—and it also looks
incredibly thin, weak and dry.

hair that
is falling
breaking
and feels

Bottom Line?
In Hair Care Rehab, we speak of healthy
hair from a purely visual standpoint.
Because all hair has sustained some level of
prior damage, and nonliving fibers cannot
truly be said to have “health,” we can only
really
make
superficial,
cosmetic
determinations of perceived health status
about our hair from sight and touch. In Hair
Care Rehab, we define healthy hair as hair
that looks, feels, and moves well. The fibers
are strong and easily resist breakage with
normal manipulation. Simple as that.

END OF SAMPLE.
Want more to sample?
Click Here!

